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1W Summary Ercocihig to H.264

Hera is the summary we discussed today on the H.254 encoding queston.
Please let me know if this is the format you are looking for.
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Summary

In an effort to support our strategy of making YouTube available anytime on
any screen VouTube has been building partnerships with leading mobile
carners handset manufacturers and CE dece manufacturers wortdwide At
the same time weve also lairiched WAP site so users can access VouTube
content from mobile pi-lorEs in order to deliver content through The WAP
site and through IP corrected devices like the Apple TV we made the decision

to re-er-code VouTube files into the 264 MPEQ-4 format This is an
industry standard format for mobile delivery.

When we license content from media company or idenhify license content

through the Content Management System audioMcjeo fingerprinting or text

search tool the partner has Iha option to disable dlstnbution of their

content off of the YouTube corn site This includes blocking content from
the VouTube WAF site or from being thspayed on the Apple TVliPhone
lRegardless of where consumers access VouTube website Apple TV or the WAP
site all content is delivered in streaming Only formal no downloads are
permitted Content that is removed from the main VouTube site is

simultaneously removed from our tPTV and Mobile channels to ensure we
protect the rights of content owners.
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To date the VouTube engineering team has re-encoded approximately aOO of

the top watched videos onVouTube The re-encoding process is completely
automated we look for the most watched content ard pnorltlze this for

re-encoding By October 2W7 the goal is to have the entire VouTube video
catalog encoded rita the 264 format to support our broad MobilIPTV
efforta
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